Abstract. In plant pathosystems in which some hosts are transmissive and some are dead-ends, infection is mediated by multiple factors including the susceptibility of both hosts, the sporulation potential of transmissive hosts, the mobility of infectious propagules, the presence of environmental factors conducive to infection, and the variability in distribution of both host types. The factors above were studied for the California forest disease sudden oak death caused by the pathogen Phytophthora ramorum. This pathogen is exotic to California, and while it sporulates at significant levels on the leaves of California bay laurels, four susceptible oak species appear to be non-infectious dead-end hosts. Here, we report, for the first time, on inoculum levels necessary to successfully infect adult oaks and on the distribution of such inoculum levels through time and space thanks to a seven-year-long monitoring effort across a network of 128 monitoring points. Through a series of geostatistical and statistical analyses, we show that the presence of high inoculum loads is positively correlated with close proximity to bay laurels, with high rainfall levels, and with warmer temperatures. Data are consistent with splash dispersal of the pathogen and show that increased presence of tanoak corresponds to a reduced presence of bay laurels and to a lower frequency of high inoculum events. Removal of bay laurels resulted in a substantial decrease of number of events in which spore loads were high enough to infect oaks. This effect was significant when bays were removed 10 m around sampling points, thus indicating that removal of bays 10 m around oaks is a valid approach to reduce infections of oaks.
INTRODUCTION
Infectious diseases can affect single or many hosts (Poisot et al. 2011) . When multiple hosts can be infected, two alternate scenarios may describe disease dynamics: In the first one, all hosts are infectious and hence transmissive, while, in the second, some of the hosts are not infectious and thus are normally defined dead-end hosts (Reisen 2010) . Zoonotic and vector-borne diseases generally include several examples that fall into this second category, and a rich body of literature is available on the various aspects of their epidemiological cycle (Kilpatrick and Randolph 2012) . In particular, a lot of emphasis has been placed on understanding how transmission is regulated between transmissive and dead-end hosts, including the role played by varying biodiversity levels, by hosts that amplify infectious inoculum, and by those that act as reservoirs of inoculum (Weaver and Barrett 2004 , Keesing et al. 2010 , Tersago et al. 2010 , Funk et al. 2013 . With the exception of insect-vectored plant diseases, there are relatively few clear cases of infectious plant diseases that fall into the second scenario, and the literature on their ecology is relatively wanting (Alma et al. 2000 , Morilla et al. 2005 . Evidence gathered from studies on the plant disease sudden oak death (SOD) suggests that this disease actually falls into both scenarios, depending on the habitat that is affected (see Garbelotto and Hayden 2012) .
Sudden oak death in California is an invasive infectious disease caused by the exotic pathogen Phytophthora ramorum Werres, De Cock & Man in't Veld (Rizzo et al. 2002) . In the 1980s and 1990s, before it was identified, the pathogen was transported from its unknown native range to North America and Europe, as well as between North America and Europe through infected ornamental plants (Gr€ unwald et al. 2012) . A genetic epidemiological approach has demonstrated that P. ramorum has escaped from ornamental plants into natural California habitats at least 12 times . Because of these multiple introductions, the current range of SOD in California is rather extensive .
Over one hundred plant species have been identified as hosts for P. ramorum, including a large number of native California species (Garbelotto et al. 2003) . By analyzing presence or absence of sporulation in natural infestations, it has been possible to discover that oaks (Quercus spp.) support minimal or no sporulation, while spores are abundant on the leaves of California bay laurels [ (Davidson et al. 2005) . Thus, in the mixed evergreen forests of California, oaks act as dead-end hosts, while California bay laurels are the major transmissive hosts representing the primary reservoir host for P. ramorum inoculum (Davidson et al. 2008) . Bay laurels are common in western North America, growing as shrubs or trees both in open spaces and under the canopy of other species, in a wide range of habitats with different soil and climate conditions (Goralka and Langenheim 1995) . Despite an obvious parallel between SOD and zoonotic diseases, transmissive hosts such as California bay laurels do not move like pathogen vectors do. Hence, transmission between hosts is regulated by the spore load necessary to infect a dead-end host, by the sporulation potential of the transmissive host, and by the effective mobility of the infectious propagules themselves. All of the above parameters of course, as in the case of zoonotic diseases, are modulated by environmental parameters (Grenfell and Dobson 1995) . This study attempts to identify those parameters, both biological and ecological, that regulate transmissive-to-dead-end host infection. The most important infectious propagules for the spread of P. ramorum are called sporangia. These are ovoid asexually produced structures, approximately 50 9 25 lm, that become airborne supposedly through splash associated with rain events. Once they land on a wet plant surface, sporangia release 20-30 biflagellate motile zoospores that are responsible for host infection (Werres et al. 2001 ). When using the term "inoculum" in this study, we refer to sporangia and to the zoospores that emerge from them.
The studies described in this paper were designed to answer some of the key epidemiological aspects of oak infection by the SOD pathogen, and to test the efficacy of selective bay removal around oaks as a preventive disease management strategy. Oaks and bay laurels are sympatric in most of their ranges and it has been observed that SOD-infected oaks are strongly associated with bay laurels, but the cause of this spatial pattern is yet to be determined (Kelly and Meentemeyer 2002 , Liu et al. 2007 , Swiecki and Bernhardt 2008 . Despite our ignorance of the reasons behind the proximity of infected oaks to bays, removal of bays in the 2-to 10-m range has been suggested as a possible way to interrupt the final step of the oak infection pathway (Swiecki and Bernhardt 2008) . However, there is no experimental evidence the approach would be effective.
The close proximity of infected oaks to bays may depend on two concurrent factors: (1) A large number of propagules may be required to successfully infect oaks and (2) dispersal of infectious propagules may be spatially limited, resulting in clouds of high inoculum levels only near a source, for example, an infected bay. Population genetic studies have shown that genetic similarity decreases sharply with distance from a source, suggesting that propagules do not travel large distances (Mascheretti et al. 2008) . However, when spatial autocorrelation analyses were repeated in different years or seasons, thresholds of allelic overaggregation were 10 m in dry years, but increased to at least 200 m in wet years (Eyre et al. 2014) . It should be noted that these studies are based on isolations of the pathogen from bay laurel leaves, and it has been shown that even low numbers of propagules can cause foliar infections (H€ uberli et al. 2008) . Thus, the values reported in the literature may apply to the movement of low numbers of propagules, but may be uninformative on patterns of high inoculum levels. It is also possible that tanoak leaves may represent an additional source of infection for oaks, even if an association between infected oaks and tanoaks has yet to be reported.
Many studies have investigated the role played by ecological and climatic factors on SOD spread. Results have shown that disease spread is positively correlated with bay and tanoak density, and with rainfall, while correlation with temperature appears to be negative (Davis et al. 1998 , Meentemeyer et al. 2008 , Cobb et al. 2010 . Most of these analyses, however, were based only on bay and tanoak infection and not on the dynamics of bayto-oak infection. Generally, sporulation has been measured either by monitoring new infections (Eyre et al. 2013 , Meentemeyer et al. 2015 or by using rainwater traps (Davidson et al. 2005) . Studies using this second approach have proven inoculum is rain-borne; nonetheless, measurements using rainwater catches obviously cannot show that inoculum is absent when rainfall is missing. This question is particularly relevant because in many coastal woodlands of California, fog drip is significant during the dry months (Dawson 1998) and would easily provide the film of water that is necessary for effective infection by P. ramorum.
Under the above premises, and considering the gaps of knowledge on disease transmission between transmissive and dead-end host plants, we use the bay-oak SOD pathosystem as a model system to investigate the specific aims below:
1. to determine the threshold level of inoculum necessary for successful oak infection; 2. to design and test a new and robust approach to quantify the inoculum pressure of P. ramorum independent of rainfall; 3. to assess the frequency of events in which the above threshold is reached in a natural setting and to test for the presence of associations between these events and climatic variables; 4. to investigate the spatial pattern of the oakinfectious inoculum and to assess its relation to forest stand characteristics such as species composition and density; and 5. to determine whether removing bays in a 10-or 20-m buffer around oaks will sufficiently reduce inoculum pressure to prevent oak infection.
METHODS

Determination of inoculum pressure necessary to infect oaks
A total of 12 large coast live oaks in boxes were purchased-four in March 2010 and eight in September 2011-and transported to a warehouse at the UC Berkeley Richmond Field Station (Richmond, California, USA). Their average diameter at breast height was 19 cm (range: 16-21). Trees were placed at the experiment site for 2 weeks prior to each experiment. Four trees were inoculated on 22 April 2010, while the remaining eight were inoculated on 28 October 2011. Temperature and relative humidity ranged between 12.8°C and 23.9°C and between 77% and 81%, respectively, during the course of both experiments. Each tree was inoculated with four different concentrations of zoospores of Phytophthora ramorum isolate Pr52 (Browning et al. 2008 . Each zoospore concentration was inoculated four times on the tree at 10, 30, 50, and 90 cm from the root collar. While each zoospore concentration was inoculated at all four heights on the stem, exact inoculation spots were randomized to avoid any bias. Zoospores were produced and counted as described in Eyre et al. (2014) . Inoculations were performed as follows. The surface of the bark was lightly misted with deionized water 30 min before the inoculation. At each inoculation point, a 1 mm diameter 9 0.5 mm deep hole was made in the bark; a zoospore inoculator (Appendix S1: Fig. S1 ) was attached to the bark using grafting wax, with the zoospore dispensing aperture on the side of the applicator perfectly matching the opening generated with the needle. The applicator reservoir was then filled with 1 mL ❖ www.esajournals.orgof zoospore suspensions, by pipetting zoospore suspensions through the reservoir access aperture on top of the applicator. The top opening of each zoospore dispenser was sealed with a rubber stopper to slow down evaporation and applicators were removed 48 h post-application. Six weeks after inoculation, the bark around each inoculation point was gently scraped, the size of the underlying necrotic stem lesion was measured vertically and horizontally, and the surface area of the stem lesion was calculated assuming an elliptic shape. Four isolations per inoculation point were performed by placing a small chip from the margins of the visible stem lesion onto Petri dishes filled with PARP (pimaricin + ampicillin + rifampicin + pentachloronitrobenzene [PCNB] agar) Phytophthora selective growth media. Phytophthora ramorum was identified morphologically and only stem lesions whose isolations were positively identified as P. ramorum were used in the ANOVA comparing stem lesion sizes (mm 2 ) obtained with inocula at different concentrations of zoospores. Multiple comparisons were made using Tukey's test, and data from each of the two trials were analyzed independently.
Development of a robust baiting approach for airborne propagules
Inoculum pressure was quantified through a spore trapping method designed ad hoc to collect P. ramorum propagules even in the absence of rainfall. Each trap consisted of a white polypropylene plastic bucket: The volume of each bucket was 14 L, and the diameter of the opening of each bucket was 29 cm. Buckets were filled with 1 L of deionized water every three weeks. During the experiment, buckets were covered with galvanized steel wire mesh with a mesh size of four openings/ 2.54 cm (1/4 in hardware cloth). The wire mesh prevented infected plant debris from dropping onto the water, thus avoiding an overestimation of actual airborne inoculum, and additionally prevented the bait leaves from exiting the buckets, in case of overflow. Buckets were replaced at each sampling time. Between samplings, the buckets were scrubbed with a plastic brush to remove organic matter, washed in a commercial greenhouse plant pot washing machine, and rinsed with deionized water before reuse. Immediately after pouring the water into the collection buckets, five healthy California bay laurel leaves were floated on the surface. All leaves were one year old, and all were from a single tree on the Berkeley campus, a location still uninfested during the entire course of the experiment. Floating of leaves was achieved by inserting the basal end of each leaf in a sandwich composed of a 1 cm thick 9 6 cm diameter expanded polypropylene float, between two thin rubber washers, and tightened together with a short plastic nut and bolt. The final appearance of the bay leaves was that of a five-petal daisy, with each petal represented by a leaf. Any plant part susceptible to infection by Phytophthora, including fruits, can be used as baits, but bay laurel leaves were preferred because of their epidemiological importance in California and because they are hardy and do not decompose easily. Baiting is meant to attract motile zoospores of the pathogen that are released from sporangia and aggregate on the aerobic top layers of any body or film of water. Infection has been shown not to be random, but to be mediated by chemotaxis, a mechanism through which zoospores are attracted toward an available substrate (Oßvald et al. 2014) .
Baiting periods were three weeks long. At the end of the bait period, when new fresh water and new bait leaves were added to the buckets, leaves were collected and brought to UC Berkeley where they were incubated for 2-4 d in a moist chamber with relative humidity (RH) >90%. Visible necroses were then plated on PARP-selective growth medium, and morphological observation of colonies growing on plates was used to differentiate between necroses caused by P. ramorum and those caused by other disease agents. Under the assumption that the number of infected leaves is proportional to the concentration of zoospores in the bucket, and that the secondary infections (if present) occur mostly within the same leaf, the number of infected leaves was used as a metric to assess the number of airborne sporangia produced.
The above assumptions and the relationship between number of infected bait leaves and inoculum pressure were tested by setting up three trials in an enclosed temperature-controlled room (18°C, 50% RH) at the UC Berkeley Richmond Field Station, Richmond, California, USA. Three buckets in the first trial (a total of 12 buckets) and eight in the other two trials (a total of 32 buckets per trial) were filled each with 1 L of deionized water and set in four rows of 10 buckets. Each bucket was then inoculated by adding ❖ www.esajournals.org314 mL of water amended with four different concentrations of zoospores (0, 10 3 , 10 4 , and 10 5 zoospores mL
). The amount of water to be added was determined by calculating the surface area of the water in the bucket and multiplying it by 1 cm, the depth at which most zoospores are found. Suspensions of the various concentrations of zoospores were assigned randomly to each bucket within rows so that each treatment was duplicated per row and present in each row. The baiting process was identical to the one used in the field, and the number of infected bait leaves was recorded for each bucket at the end of a three-week study period.
Long-term field monitoring of inoculum pressure
The distribution of two vegetation types was identified in the Soquel Demonstration State Forest (Santa Cruz County, California, USA). The first, coded as L, included mixed evergreen stands with a dominance of California coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia Nee), bay, and Douglas-fir [Pseudotsuga menziesii (Mirb.) Franco]. The second, coded as LT, included "redwood-tanoak" stands where dominant tree species were redwoods, tanoaks, and bays. Four study plots within each vegetation type were chosen (Data S1). In all plots, the presence of SOD was confirmed by isolation of P. ramorum from symptomatic plant tissue, and all trees over 1 cm in diameter were mapped. Each plot was designed as a square with a side of 50 m, delimiting an ideal regular orthogonal grid formed by 10 9 10 m squared cells. A spore trap was placed on all inner nodes of the grid (i.e., excluding the ones along the plot border), totaling 16 buckets per plot (see Fig. 1 ) and 128 traps overall. Inoculum pressure of P. ramorum was quantified as described above for 7 yr. Monitoring was done at three-week intervals, all year long from February 2005 to December 2006 and from January to July in the 2007-2011 period. At the end of each monitoring interval, traps were coded as "red" events, when the inoculum pressure reached the threshold necessary for oak infection (i.e., four or five bait leaves were infected), while they were coded as "yellow" events when spore loads were below that threshold (i.e., less than four bait leaves were infected, see Results). No overflow or drying of the buckets were observed. Box-Pierce and Ljung-Box tests of independence were carried out on red events to check for serial correlation at lag 1 and lag 2, based on yearly and overall data (Box and Pierce 1970 , Ljung and Box 1978 , Crawley 2013 ).
Bay removal treatments and hotspot analysis
Two L and two LT plots were randomly assigned to be treatments (T plots), while the remaining four plots were assigned to be untreated controls (C plots). The treatment consisted in the complete eradication in September 2006 of all bays which were distributed within the T plots or whose canopies intersected their borders. Subsequently, the removal of bay resprouts was repeated once a year until the end of the experiment in 2011. Removal of all bays within T plots resulted in a no-bay buffer of 10 m for the 12 traps placed in the outer nodes of each grid (i.e., border traps), and in a no-bay buffer of 20 m for the four baiting buckets placed in the inner nodes (i.e., central traps; Fig. 1 ).
In order to determine the overall efficacy of the bay removal treatment, Fisher's exact tests were performed to compare the cumulated red events frequency between C and T plots on a yearly basis. The strength of the association between the treatments and the red events was assessed with the odds ratios and their exact 95% confidence intervals (95% CI) bounds, calculated with Fisher's method on the frequencies of red events cumulated for C and T plots, before and after treatment, respectively (Hosmer and Lemeshow 1989, Agresti 2001) .
To determine whether a 20-m buffer is more effective than a 10-m buffer, yearly frequencies of red events were compared between central and border traps, separately for C and T plots. Additionally, we compared the cumulative yearly red frequencies found in central traps, between C and T plots, and the same comparison was made for the border traps. In all cases, frequencies comparisons were performed with the Fisher's exact test.
In order to test whether significant inoculum hotspots were present as points displaying large counts of red events, the cumulative absolute red events frequency was calculated per trap, within C plots, for the whole duration of the study. A Monte Carlo approximation of the exact v 2 test, based on 2000 iterations, was carried out at the individual plot scale by comparing the observed red events frequencies with the frequencies expected under the assumption that red events were equally likely in all traps (i.e., under the null hypothesis of hotspots absence; Agresti 2001). The left-tailed Wald-Wolfowitz runs test (Wolfowitz 1943 , Lewis 2013 ) was performed on the succession of red events displayed by those traps whose cumulative absolute frequency of such events was at least four (i.e., here defined as hotspots).
Relation between climatic variables and inoculum pressure
Daily average temperature (°C) and total rainfalls (mm; i.e., climatic variables) were measured at the meteorological station located in the Soquel Demonstration Forest (37°04 0 29.5″ latitude, À121°55 0 32.9″ longitude). The frequency of positive traps (i.e., traps showing the presence of P. ramorum inoculum) and the average of the cumulative daily rainfalls were calculated for the semesters January-June and July-December, for all plots in 2005 and for C plots in 2006. The frequencies and the averages described above were compared between semesters of the same year with a Fisher's exact test and with a Mann-Whitney test, respectively.
A series of single-predictor binary logistic regressions was fit to model the overall proportion of red events observed in C plots, at each sampling performed in January-June from 2005 to 2011, as a function of the cumulative rainfalls calculated for the 7, 14, 21, and 30 d before samplings (r 7 , r 14 , r 21 , and r 30 , see Data S2: Sheet 1; Hosmer and Lemeshow 1989) . The models were defined as M r7 , M r14 , M r21 , and M r30 depending on which cumulative rainfall variable was used as predictor, while the null model was referred as M r0 (Crawley 2013 ). For each model, the odds ratios and the 95% CI associated with the intercept (b 0 ) and the single-predictor coefficient (b 1 ) were calculated. Significance of the regression coefficients was assessed with the Wald test, while models' comparison was made according to the minimum Akaike Information Criterion (AIC; Akaike 1973 , Hosmer and Lemeshow 1989 , Crawley 2013 . Since no significant models were obtained (see Results), a bivariate Granger-causality test was performed between the same variables used to fit the binary logistic regressions after rank transformation (Granger 1969 , Conover and Iman 1981 , Hesse et al. 2003 , Cacuci et al. 2005 . The direction of the information transfer was set from the climatic variable to the red events frequency and the reliability of results was checked by inverting the direction of the information transfer. The optimal lag k, from 1 to 10, was assessed based on the minimum AIC detected among the significant bivariate Granger-causality tests (Granger 1969 , Akaike 1973 , Conover and Iman 1981 , Hesse et al. 2003 , Balcombe 2005 , Cacuci et al. 2005 , and a Spearman's correlation analysis was performed between the k-lagged values of the above rainfalls values and red events frequencies. The average of the cumulative rainfalls measured up to k-lagged samplings before the occurrence of at least one red event was calculated along with the corresponding 95% normal bootstrap confidence interval.
In addition, binary logistic regression models were performed as described for rainfall, using average temperature values recorded in 7, 14, 21, and 30 d before sampling (t 7 , t 14 , t 21 , and t 30 , see Data S2: Sheet 1), resulting in models M t7 , M t14 , M t21 , and M t30 along with the null model M t0 . When temperature data were missing, the temperature of the nearest available timeframe was used. The means of the average temperature during the 7, 14, and 30 d (see Results) before the occurrence of at least one red event were calculated along with their corresponding 95% normal bootstrap confidence interval.
Tree species composition and inoculum pressure
To compare inoculum pressure of P. ramorum between the oak-bay mixed evergreen and the tanoak-redwood forests, cumulated red events frequencies were compared between L and LT plots with Fisher's exact tests. Values from all plots were used for the 2005-2006 baseline period (i.e., before treatments), while only values from C plots were used for the 2006-2011 period, after bays were removed from T plots.
To determine whether ecological interactions among tanoak and bays may affect sporulation, a geographic information system (GIS) based analysis was performed to assess the relationship between density of bays and of tanoaks in LT plots before treatments. Coordinates of bay and tanoak trees were customized assuming the southeastern vertex of each LT area as the origin of a Cartesian window whose axes were bound in the range 0-50 m (Data S3). The local density estimate of the two species was calculated with a Gaussian kernel method, with a bandwidth parameter set as described in Silverman (1986) . For each species, density values were stored in a squared matrix corresponding to a raster image of 128 9 128 pixels (i.e., pixel edges corresponding to 39.06 cm, see Data S2: Sheets 2-9). Bay and tanoak density matrices were represented through heatmaps to assess their putative association, which was then analyzed with an elementwise Spearman's correlation carried out separately for each study plot.
A further investigation was performed to test whether bay density may be driving the frequency of red events. In all C plots, the local density of bays was calculated with the same kernel method described above. Three circular buffers were delimited around each trap, with a radius set at 1, 2.5, or 5 m. The average value of pixels indicating the local bay density was calculated for each circular buffer (Data S2: Sheet 10). The cumulative red events frequency of the whole sampling period was calculated for each trap. Binary logistic regression models were fitted for each plot using the proportion of red events as response variable, and the bay laurel average density associated with the circular buffer as predictor. Plot LT1C was excluded because the red events frequency was constant. Separate models were fitted for each buffer radius (i.e., M 1 , M 2.5 , and M 5 are associated with 1, 2.5, and 5 m radius buffer, respectively), along with the null model (i.e., M 0 ).
All statistical analyses were performed in R 3.2.3 (R Core Team 2015) with a significance threshold set to 0.05. The list of R libraries and functions used to perform the statistical tests is provided as Data S2: Sheet 11.
RESULTS
Determination of inoculum pressure necessary to infect oaks and calibration of the baiting assay
In both oak inoculation trials, infection was successful only when using inoculum with concentration of 10 5 zoospores mL −1
. Average stem lesion size values (Data S2: Sheet 12) with associated standard error (AESE) when using the highest concentrations of zoospores were 161.51 AE 39.33 mm 2 and 301.33 AE 20.44 mm 2 , in the first and second trial, respectively. Lesion size average values for inoculations using water and for inoculations using 10 3 and 10 4 zoospores mL −1 attained 9.58 AE 0.86, 11.19 AE 0.70, and 9.82 AE 0.27, and 10.97 AE 0.41, 11.78 AE 0.53, and 24.20 AE 8.70 (mm 2 AE SE) in the first and second trial, respectively. ANOVA and multiple comparisons analysis using Tukey's test showed that for both trials only lesions obtained with 10 5 zoospores mL −1 were significantly different from stem lesions obtained with all other treatments (P < 0.01 in both trials). Additionally, and in both trials, stem lesions using less than 10 5 zoospores/mL of solution as inoculum were not significantly different from those obtained by mock inoculations performed using only water (P > 0.05).
The three calibration trials performed to match baiting results with zoospore concentration showed that in 98.2% of replicates the number of bait leaves with Phytophthora ramorum leaf lesions was three or less per bucket when zoospore concentration was 10 4 mL −1 or less. Conversely, when zoospore concentration was above 10 4 mL −1 , in 91.0% of replicates four or five bait leaves were infected (Data S2: Sheet 13).
Consequently, results from the field sampling were partitioned in two: (1) When less than four leaves per trapping bucket were found to be infected, that event was coded as a "yellow," implying inoculum potential did not reach the threshold necessary for oak infection; (2) when four or five leaves in a trapping bucket were found to be infected, that event was coded as a "red," implying that inoculum had reached the threshold necessary to cause oak infection. The experiment generated close to 6450 lines of data (Data S2: Sheet 14). Box-Pierce and LjungBox tests agreed in excluding the presence of serial autocorrelation in red events, regardless of the lag considered (P > 0.05; Appendix S2: Table S1 ).
Bay removal treatments and hotspot analysis
Results of the long-term monitoring of inoculum pressure of P. ramorum showed that the yearly frequency of red events when spore loads were over the threshold necessary to infect the oaks ranged between 0% and 6.51%. Fisher's exact tests did not detect significant differences (P > 0.05) between C and T plots in [2005] [2006] , before the bay removal treatment was administered. The same result was observed during the first two years after the treatment (2007) (2008) due to the fact the frequency of red events was constantly 0%, regardless of plot. However, starting from the third year after treatment, and until the end of the experiment (2009-2010-2011) , red events frequency was significantly lower (P < 0.05) in T than in C plots (Fig. 2) . Before bay removal was performed, a 0.30 non-significant odds ratio was obtained (95% CI: 0.07-1.04). However, after treatment, the odds ratio decreased to 0.15 (95% CI: 0.07-0.30), indicating a significant and negative association between treatment and the frequency of red events.
When the same analyses were performed comparing frequencies of red events between central and border traps, separately for C (Appendix S1: Fig. S2 ) and T (Appendix S1: Fig. S3 ) plots, no statistical differences were found (P > 0.05). However, comparisons between C and T plots of the yearly cumulated red events frequencies in central traps and in border traps showed that, after treatment, significantly lower values (P < 0.05) were displayed more frequently by central traps (2009) (2010) (2011) than by border ones (only 2009; Table 1) .
Results of the Monte Carlo approximation of the exact v 2 test showed that in the two L control plots (i.e., mixed evergreen stands) the observed frequencies of the red events were significantly different from the frequencies expected under the null hypothesis of hotspots absence (P < 0.05), while in the two LT control plots (i.e., redwoodtanoak stands) such difference was not detected (P > 0.05; Appendix S2: Table S2 ). Seven hotspots were detected, with a total cumulative absolute frequency of red events comprised between four and nine. The Wald-Wolfowitz test was significant for two out of seven hotspots (P < 0.05), indicating an under-mixing of runs, while for the other hotspots the runs showed a randomized pattern (P > 0.05; Appendix S2: Table S3 ). Notes: For each sampling year, the cumulated red events frequencies (in %) of the central traps and of the border traps are compared between treated (T) and control (C) plots with the Fisher's exact test, whose P-values are reported. Asterisks indicate significant (P < 0.05) comparisons. Graphs derived from this table, including 95% confidence intervals, are available in Appendix S1: Figs. S2 and S3.
Effect of climate on sporulation levels
When comparing frequency of positive traps in the first two years of the experiment in all plots, the percentage of positive traps was significantly lower in the July-December period than in the January-June period (0.78% vs. 10.16% in 2005, 0.19% vs. 5.38% in 2006; P < 0.05). Additionally, the average of the cumulative daily rainfalls differed significantly between the two semesters, with the July-December period being drier than the January-June one (3.18 vs. 4.26 mm in 2005, 1.28 vs. 4.64 mm in 2006, P < 0.05).
No significant b 1 coefficients (P < 0.05) were displayed by binary logistic regressions M r7 , M r14 , M r21 , and M r30 modeling the proportion of red events as a function of the cumulative rainfalls measured before samplings. The b 1 95% CI, displaying lower and upper bounds with opposite sign, and the odds ratios, not substantially different from 1, confirmed the absence of association between the predictor and the probability associated with red events. Accordingly, the AIC values associated with those models, ranging from 254.54 to 256.45, were not substantially different from the M r0 AIC that attained a value of 256.19 (Table 2) . Instead, up to five significant tests per rainfall (P < 0.05) were obtained with the bivariate Granger-causality analysis performed between the lagged values of the r 7 , r 14 , r 21 , and r 30 and the proportion of red events, with the information transfer direction set from the climatic variables to the red events frequency. For all rainfall variables, the minimum AIC among significant tests indicated k = 2 as optimal lag (Table 3) . No significant results were obtained when the information transfer direction was inverted, confirming the reliability of the Granger-causality results. Positive correlations were observed between all two-lagged rainfall variables and the red events frequencies, with Spearman's q values of 0.30 (P > 0.05) for r 7 , 0.48 (P < 0.05) for r 14 , 0.32 (P < 0.05) for r 21 , and 0.37 (P < 0.05) for r 30 , respectively. The average of the cumulative rainfalls measured up to two-lagged samplings before the occurrence of at least one red event attained 248 mm (171-324 95% CI).
In the M t7 , M t14 , and M t30 equations modeling the proportion of red events as a function of the average temperatures measured before samplings, significant and positive b 1 coefficients (P < 0.05) were obtained, while the null hypothesis could not be rejected (P > 0.05) for the b 1 resulting from M t21 . Models with significant b 1 had AIC values comprising between 229.28 and 238.99, lower than the AIC values achieved by M t0 and M t21 , which were substantially similar (240.79 and 240.22). In models M t7 , M t14 , and M t30 , the lower and upper bounds of the b 1 coefficient displayed a positive sign, with a related odds ratio higher than 1, showing that increasing temperatures are associated with raising probability of red events to occur. Although in M t21 the odds ratio related to b 1 attained 1.05, the opposite signs of the 95% CI lower and upper bounds confirmed that the association between t 21 and the above probability was not significant (Table 4) . Mean average temperatures were 11.9°C (10.0-13.8 95% CI), 10.9°C (9.2-12.6 95% CI), and 10.4°C 
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Notes: b coefficients (b 0 for the intercept, b 1 for the predictor), their related P-values, 95% confidence intervals (CI), odds ratios, and the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) are reported for each model. Asterisks indicate significant (P < 0.05) coefficients. Models acronyms refer to the null model (M r0 ) and to the models whose predictors were the cumulative rainfalls of the 7, 14, 21, and 30 d before samplings (M r7 , M r14 , M r21 , and M r30 , respectively).
(8.9-11.8 95% CI), during the 7, 14, and 30 d before the occurrence of at least one red event (i.e., corresponding to the above significant b 1 coefficients), respectively.
The graphical representation of the climatic variables that were analyzed confirmed the presence of a positive, but lagged, effect of rainfall values, and a positive, not-lagged effect of temperature values on the probability of observing a red event (Fig. 3) .
Tree species composition and inoculum pressure
When comparing the frequency of red events between mixed evergreen (L) and tanoakredwood (LT) plots, values were significantly higher in the first than in the second. This was true both when comparing all study sites before bay removal (2.48% vs. 1.13%; P < 0.05) and when comparing the entire dataset for control plots (C) only (3.41% vs. 0.61%; P < 0.05).
To determine the effect of the ecological interaction between bay and tanoak on red events, a kernel density analysis was performed. Kernel methods for the estimation of density are statistical tools mainly used for the estimation of probability density curves (Silverman 1986 ), but they have also been used to investigate ecological phenomena (see Worton 1989, Nelson and Boots 2008) and to validate results of genetic structure analyses . Heatmaps showing estimated bay and tanoak densities using the kernel method suggested an inverse association between the two underlying matrices (Appendix S1: Fig. S4 ). The negative association between bay and tanoak density was confirmed by a Spearman's correlation analysis, showing negative and significant coefficients in three plots (q = À0.80, q = À0.47, q = À0.46, P < 0.05) and a negative, yet not significant coefficient in the last one (q = À0.01, P > 0.05).
The fit of binary logistic regression equations expressing the proportion of red events as a function of the bay laurel average density associated with each circular buffer resulted in positive and significant (P < 0.05) b 1 coefficients for all buffer radii in two out of three plots. The association between increasing bay laurel density and higher probability of red events was confirmed by the b 1 95% CI, excluding 0, as well as by the odds ratio displaying values substantially larger than 1. In the remaining plot, the b 1 coefficient was positive, but not significant (P > 0.05), and its associated 95% CI was characterized by bounds with opposite sign, excluding the significance of the association between predictor and dependent variable, despite the large value of the odds ratio (Table 5) .
DISCUSSION
The main focus of the research reported here was to identify and define the epidemiological, Notes: The Granger F statistic, its related P-value, and the corresponding Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) are indicated for each lag k and rainfall variable, namely the cumulative rainfalls of the 7, 14, 21, and 30 d before samplings (r 7 , r 14 , r 21 , and r 30 , respectively). The single asterisk marks significant (P < 0.05) Granger F values, while the double asterisk highlights the minimum AIC among the significant tests.
climatic, and ecological parameters driving infection of oaks by the SOD pathogen Phytophthora ramorum. The analyses presented hinge on the determination of the inoculum threshold necessary to infect coast live oaks, and on a long-term monitoring of such inoculum levels in a forest setting. A series of analyses were performed to assess and quantify the association between high inoculum levels and a variety of stand and climatic variables. Our results are among the first to define several disease transmission metrics for a dead-end plant host, and thus provide a general term of comparison for other plant and animal diseases and for the study of landscape-level effects on the dispersal of plant pathogens (Plantegenest et al. 2007 ). In fact, such studies in forest settings are notably few (Holdenrieder et al. 2004) .
For diseases whose contagion is mediated by a vector, there is a substantial difference whether that vector is an insect or a transmissive host. Although many plant diseases are vectored by insects (Gilbert 2007) , the category of plant diseases for which the pathogen is transmitted from a transmissive or reservoir host to a dead-end host plant includes a limited number of cases and SOD, in its narrower definition of an infectious disease causing mortality of true oaks, may be one of the few known cases falling precisely into this category. In fact, P. ramorum stands among the few plant pathogens, at least among oomycetes and fungi, causing such severe symptoms to hosts (i.e., oaks) that it cannot sporulate on. Manipulative and descriptive infection studies have determined that (1) infection of oaks is about one order of magnitude less frequent than that of tanoaks in artificial inoculations of adult trees in nature (Davidson et al. 2005 , McPherson et al. 2010 ; (2) larger oaks are more likely to be infected (McPherson et al. 2010) ; (3) most infected oaks lie within 10 m from a bay (Kelly and Meentemeyer 2002 , Liu et al. 2007 , Swiecki and Bernhardt 2008 ; and (4) bays are the most infectious hosts in nature (Davidson et al. 2005 ). More indepth analyses of oak infection are missing and most studies so far attempting to model the disease have rather focused on aspects such as climate and general host community composition (Meentemeyer et al. 2004 (Meentemeyer et al. , 2008 (Meentemeyer et al. , 2011 (Meentemeyer et al. , 2015 .
Several studies have corroborated the notion that bay laurels act as transmissive hosts of SOD to oaks. For instance, population studies demonstrated that bay leaves harbor a few dominant genotypes, which are persistent through time (Mascheretti et al. 2009 ), precisely as expected when the host is epidemiologically relevant (Eyre et al. 2013) . In most infectious diseases, including SOD, infectious outbreaks are caused by highly transmissive genotypes or strains that are overly represented when compared to other genotypes (Berbegal et al. 2013 , Gramaje et al. 2014 , Sillo et al. 2017 . On the contrary, in substrates with nil or negligible epidemiological role, either a high turnover of genotypes occurs (e.g., in water and soil), or genetic structural variations causing a significant change in phenotype can be observed (e.g., in oaks; Eyre et al. 2013 Eyre et al. , 2014 . Moreover, no genetic structure has been recorded when Notes: b coefficients (b 0 for the intercept, b 1 for the predictor), their related P-values, 95% confidence intervals (CI), odds ratios, and the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) are reported for each model. Asterisks indicate significant (P < 0.05) coefficients. Models acronyms refer to the null model (M t0 ) and to the models whose predictors were the average temperatures of the 7, 14, 21, and 30 d before samplings (M t7 , M t14 , M t21 , and M t30 , respectively).
comparing populations from oaks and those from bays (Kasuga et al. 2012) .
Differently from vector-borne contagion, airborne spores must reach the dead-end host in numbers or densities sufficient to successfully infect that host. It is worth noting that most infected oaks grow within 10 m from bay laurels, while infected bays or tanoaks can be detected at hundreds of meters from the closest source of infection. This seems to point out that the threshold of sporangia necessary for oak infection is significantly higher than the one needed to infect bays or tanoaks. This observation is in agreement with the lack of correlation between infected oaks and tanoaks; in fact, tanoaks are also known to be transmissive hosts, but with a distinctively lower inoculum potential than bay laurels (Davidson et al. 2005) . Our inoculation experiments showed that oak infection occurs only if the zoospore concentration per ml is over the threshold of 10 4 , that is, two to three orders of magnitude higher than the threshold required for foliar infections of other hosts (H€ uberli et al. 2008 (H€ uberli et al. , Eyre et al. 2014 .
Two prerequisites may be necessary to reach such threshold: (1) proximity to bay laurels as the only likely source of high levels of inoculum and (2) presence of weather conditions conducive to high sporulation levels. Our results confirmed that high levels of inoculum are not frequently reached throughout the landscape, but tend to occur in specific locations. In fact, in 55 samplings collected over seven years of monitoring across 128 points split into two forest types, the incidence of high levels of inoculum reached a maximum frequency of~6.51% on a yearly basis and only in some of the study plots. It is worth noting that the incidence of red events is unlikely to have been biased by the repeated assessment of the inoculum loads in the same plots. In fact, while such design could theoretically expose to the risk of temporal pseudoreplication, the tests carried out to check for serial correlation excluded this possibility, hence justifying the statistical approach here proposed (e.g., analyses on cumulated red events frequencies) (Box and Pierce 1970 , Ljung and Box 1978 , Crawley 2013 . Moreover, a large amount of our results was derived from robust statistical methods (e.g., Fisher's exact tests), based on permutation approaches, whose validity in providing reliable outcomes, regardless of the sampling size, has been largely documented (Agresti 2001 , Carsey and Harden 2014 .
Our models show that high thresholds necessary for oak infection are more likely to occur in association with a high density of bay laurels within 5 m from traps collecting sporangia, and only in correlation with abundant rainfalls prior to the sampling period and with warmer temperatures during the sampling period.
The effect of rainfall in promoting the production of high amounts of inoculum is not immediate; otherwise, binary regression coefficients for rainfall values should have been significant. Nonetheless, the mere observation of the climatic graph depicting the occurrence of rainfalls along with episodes of high inoculum pressure suggested that rainfall may exert an effect on sporulation, but with delay. The Granger-causality analysis allowed the assessment of such a delay, corresponding to a shift of two samplings, equivalent to a timeframe of~6 weeks. Such a delay corresponds to an average input of cumulative rainfalls of 248 mm, which could be deemed as an alert threshold to suspect likely oak infections. Noteworthily, the outcomes of the Granger-causality analysis supported the results gathered from the Box-Pierce and Ljung-Box tests, showing that the autoregressive component of the red events was completely negligible in comparison with the effect of the rainfalls (Granger 1969 ). Spearman's coefficients further confirmed the positive correlation between the magnitude of the water input and the inoculum pressure. The lagged effect of climatic parameters, such as rainfall, on the production of fungal inoculum and on the insurgence of the associated diseases is not a novelty, since it has been previously documented in the literature (Johnson 1994 , Stennett and Beggs 2004 , Ndoumb e-Nkeng et al. 2009 , Yan et al. 2011 . However, this is the first study reporting the association between rainfall and the amount of P. ramorum inoculum above the threshold required to infect oaks. From a biological point of view, the lagged effect of rainfalls is not surprising, since the pathogen population is likely to require a certain amount of time to achieve a sporulation potential able to reach and overcome such threshold. Average temperature was also identified as a variable positively correlated with increasing sporulation levels, as shown Fig. 3 . Frequency of events when inoculum loads were high enough to infect oaks (red events), cumulative by the corresponding binary logistic regressions. In particular, the values achieved by the odds ratios pointed out that temperature is a relevant risk factor, whose increasing values boost the probability of red events. It is worth noting that odds ratios are commonly used to investigate ecological associations in plant pathology, since their interpretation is immediate (i.e., positive, null, or negative associations with values higher than 1, equal to 1, or between 0 and 1, respectively; Hosmer and Lemeshow 1989 , Gonthier et al. 2012 . Odds ratio, 95% CI, and the significance of the average temperatures coefficients in the above logistic models indicated that the effect of temperature on sporulation may occur without the delay observed for rainfall; that is, a higher percentage of red events were scored when temperatures during the sampling period were warmer. On average, mean temperatures around 10.5°-12°C during a timeframe of 7-30 d might represent an alarm bell associated with increasing probability of observing oak infections. As a result, the majority of red events were recorded between March and May. It is worth noting that within the range of the average temperature measured during the sampling period (average minimum 4.23°C, average maximum 20.75°C), our results are consistent with in vitro growth and sporulation trials performed to assess the response of the pathogen to temperature (Englander et al. 2006). These comparisons are often pivotal to assess the consistency between climatic models outcomes and pathogens' biology (Lione et al. 2015) . A further confirmation of the pivotal role played by rainfall in determining high sporulation levels may be gathered from the observation that inoculum thresholds necessary for oak infections were never reached in the dry 2007 and 2008 yr, when rainfall values were merely 498 and 847 mm against an average of 1116 mm.
One of the implications of these results is that oak infection may only occur in years with abundant rainfall and not on a yearly basis. Additionally, even considering wet years, oak infection may occur only between March and May, when warm temperatures intersect abundant rainfall. Although rain events in the fall may be accompanied by warm temperatures, they are probably too short to exert a substantial effect on sporulation, especially considering that a six-week delay is needed to reach those effects. While several studies have determined a positive relationship between rainfall and SOD levels (Davidson et al. 2005 , Meentemeyer et al. 2008 , 2015 , Eyre et al. 2013 , this is the first study to analyze the relationship between climatic variables and inoculum levels high enough to cause bay-to-oak disease transmission. These results allow for the first time to precisely determine when and how frequently oak infection may occur, a piece of information bound to be pivotal when modeling oak mortality caused by SOD. Sites in the mixed evergreen forest displayed a higher incidence of high sporulation events, once again confirming bay laurels are the source of infection for oaks. The presence of tanoak, another well-known infectious host (Garbelotto et al. 2003 , Davidson et al. 2005 , did not act synergistically with bay on sporulation levels. Quite the contrary, our kernel density analysis showed that increasing density of tanoak resulted in lower density of bay, indicating a clear ecological antagonism between the two species. Because tanoaks are known to support P. ramorum sporulation less than bays (Garbelotto et al. 2003 , Davidson et al. 2005 , this result explains why sites with the presence of both hosts were characterized by lower levels of inoculum. This finding suggests an inoculum dilution effect caused by higher host diversity, resulting in lower transmission levels (Keesing et al. 2006) . Other studies have suggested that high host diversity may reduce SOD outbreaks, but have failed to identify dilution as the most likely mechanism of such reduction. In mixed evergreen sites, where bays were abundant, hotspots of events displaying oak-infectious inoculum pressure were detected, while no hotspots could be identified where both tanoaks and bays were present, once again suggesting that such events may be rarer and not predictable as the density of bays decreases. We conclude that the role played by tanoaks, and by other hosts for that matter, may be negligible in oak infection. We also conclude that any host in ecological competition with bay laurels may reduce the severity of outbreaks of oak mortality caused by SOD.
Once ascertained the primary role played by bay in generating high inoculum pressure, the next step consisted in quantifying the relationship between bay density and the occurrence of high inoculum levels. Our results showed a strong and positive correlation between high inoculum levels and density of bays within buffers up to 10 m in diameter. Results also showed that hotspots of high inoculum levels could be found across a forested landscape, but only associated with bay, once again supporting the concept of a strong relation between the abundance of bays and high inoculum levels. Thus, it is relevant, but not surprising, that we were able to significantly lower the incidence of high P. ramorum inoculum events by removing bays for distances of either 10 or 20 m from our survey points. These distances are also in agreement with data published in previous studies Meentemeyer 2002, Liu et al. 2007 ). Bay removal is an effective, feasible, costeffective operation, and as such, it may provide an invaluable disease management tool. Our results showed not only the efficacy of the removal treatment, but also that a removal buffer of 10 m was sufficient to drastically reduce the number of events in which inoculum pressure was high enough to infect oaks. This effect was independent of the presence or absence of tanoaks. Despite its effectiveness, bay laurel removal might be unpractical as a large-scale management tool for obvious reasons, yet it can exert all its potential in the preservation of limited forest patches, urban parks, or private gardens where the protection of oak is deemed pivotal. Such cases may encompass areas of particular aesthetic, ornamental, naturalistic, or recreational value, as well as situations where landscape conservation is a priority. This approach is fully consistent with forest management policies suggested to control other alien invasive pathogens (e.g., Heterobasidion irregulare Garbelotto & Otrosina in Europe), whose main core relies in the selection of areas and objectives ranked according to different priorities (Gonthier et al. 2014) .
A comparison of frequency of red events between control and treatment plots suggested that 20-m no-bay buffers may further reduce the likelihood of encountering oak-infectious inoculum levels. It has been reported that larger oaks are more likely to become infected (McPherson et al. 2010) ; hence, we suggest that a no-bay buffer up to 20 m may be beneficial for larger trees. Of course, we cannot exclude that in the presence of rainfall values significantly greater than those experienced during the course of the study, the effect of bay removal limited to 10-20 m may be less marked. It has been shown that oaks treated with phosphites display a reduced susceptibility to P. ramorum ). Such practice may thus extend the efficacy of spatially defined bay removal to all weather conditions, within a framework of a combined control strategies acting both on the reservoir (bay removal) and on the dead-end host (increasing the inoculum levels necessary for successful infection).
One notable unique finding of this study has been the almost absolute lack of measurable sporulation in dry but foggy periods. This is quite surprising due to the high values of leaf wetness observed in coastal forests in association with heavy fog (Dawson 1998) . However, this could be related to ecological factors involved in epidemiological dynamics. Leaf wetness observed during foggy period might not provide a film of water endowed with suitable characteristics in terms of thickness and continuity. The fact that sporulation is strictly linked to rainfall might be an adaptive trait for a pathogen that can only complete its infection process through a persistent film of water. The connection with rainfall also confirms that spread of P. ramorum is splash-mediated, as it has been reported for other Phytophthora species and notably P. capsici (Ristaino and Gumpertz 2000) . Splash dispersal is regulated by both the size of the propagule and the size of the droplet. Windborne droplets may be responsible for longer-distance dispersal; however, the vast majority of splash dispersal occurs in the range of a few meters, while dispersal in the tens of meters may be effected only at low concentrations of inoculum carried by smaller droplets (Lacey 1996) . Our findings that the strongest correlation between high levels of inoculum is found within 5 m from a source are in full agreement with a splash dispersion model (McCartney 1994) . This understanding should further assist future studies modeling the dispersal of this pathogen.
The literature on atmospheric dispersal of particles is extensive (reviewed in Van Leuken et al. 2016) , and there is a general agreement among authors that analyses of such dispersal are extremely complex and likely to generate theoretical results different from what happens in the real world. Field studies are thus necessary to provide validation and context for the understanding of spread of infectious diseases mediated by spores. This is the first study to experimentally analyze how host composition, host density, rainfall, fog in the absence of rainfall, and temperature may affect sporulation levels and spore dispersal by the SOD pathogen P. ramorum in both mixed evergreen and redwood-tanoak stands. The data we collected were instrumental in modeling dynamics of infection from the transmissive host bay to the dead-end host coast live oak. Additionally, results were used for a stand manipulation experiment involving the local removal of bays, which successfully reduced the frequency of events in which inoculum level was high enough to cause oak infection.
